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Abstract 
X-rays have played a vital role in both the medical and security sectors. However, there is a limit to 
the amount of radiation a body can receive before it becomes a health risk. Modern low dose x-ray 
devices operate using a c-arm which moves across the entire human body. This research reduces 
the radiation applied to the human body by isolating the region that needs exposure. The medical 
scanner that this work is based on is still under development and therefore a prototype of the scanner 
is developed for running simulations. A camera is attached onto the prototype and used to point out 
the regions that are required to be scanned. This is both faster and more accurate than the traditional 
method of manually specifying the areas. Using a camera to locate a region also gives way for 
inevitable minor movements from the patient. An analysis is performed on the automation process 
as there are many variables such as speed, accuracy and searching thresholds that need to be catered 
for in the experiment. It is found that the correct region of interest can be located with the use of 
reliable feature points and that certain regions of the body are easier to locate than others. Currently, 
partial scans are done manually and this is a step forward towards automating the process completely. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Digital image processing has become a field of growing interest, especially in industries such as 
the medical sector to aid in the analysis of the human body. Computer algorithms that perform 
image processing on digital images [32] can be used to aid the analysis of the human body. Image 
processing can be in the form of analysis or manipulation of digital images. 
This report is based on one of the medical x-ray scanner systems from Lodox Systems, so a brief 
discussion of their scanners is made. The aim of this research is to see whether it is possible to 
perform a partial scan of a moving human body using image processing techniques such as feature-
based matching and template-based matching. 
1.1 Lodox 
1.1.1 Background 
Lodox Systems (Pty) Ltd. is a South African company that is responsible for worldwide sales, 
distribution and customer service support of its medical imaging products. Lodox Systems designed 
and developed its medical x-ray scanners which originated from the Scannex [5], an x-ray security 
scanner developed by De Beers to prevent diamond theft within the mining industry [I]. 
Diamonds are very noticeable on an x-ray image [II] as shown in figure I. I, which shows an 
example of a diamond ring. Other uses of the x-ray security scanner include the detection of fi-
rearms and other dangerous weapons to reduce security risks. X-ray machines are also found in 
hospitals to analyze a patient's bone structure, in areas like the arm, chest, head and leg. 
The Lodox scanners are unique in that they can produce a full body x-ray image after a single 13 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODl)CIIO" 
I'igur~ 1.1: X-ray ima~e of diaJllorKl ring 
,~cond scan, Looox Syslem,s currcnt ly hal a medical scanner in lne m"rht, called the Stalscan. and 
is 111 the process of dev~1 oping lhelr i"leS[ mGdKal device. thc YCfSHScan . Cons id~ring lhal lhis reporl 
IS ba",d on the Looox ,cam",rs, a dd"ikld di')Cu,,"on i, made Oil botn tf>c SlatsC"n 'll1d Versas('an, 
1.1.2 St:ltsc:m 
Figure 1.2 ,show, an example or thc Statscan, whicn is a full nody di~itai X-TIty sCanner developed 
and ll1anuf:K'lur~d by L,xlox, This pal'1icular Stat scan scanncr is found in Red Cross hospi lal in Capc 
Town. Th~ Stalsnm" oblcc-m'e i, to gCllGratc high qual ity, full lxxIy x-ray imag~s of tro lima patients 
with il~uri~s in emer~en<-"} rooml [36], 
There arc four 1l1ail1 odvalllog~' in lL' ing the StalM;anlo oblaln an x-ray image: 
I. The Stat>c-all takc, a maXimUIl1 of IJ seconds, to tra,'el2m. lO do a flLll body SCan. 
2. With x-ray dosage being a ,emit",~ malter, tfle Stalscan only ules approximaTcly 25~i ofthc 
X -ray dos~ of a s lng I~ conventi ona l chesl ,,-ray lO pnxlllce a full body image. 
3. Lodm scon""r, hov~ n1iniJllai x-ray ,,-aller, ThcrGiore, unlike wah cOllvclllional x-ray ~quip-
1l1Cm. there i,1 no need for per,om..,! lo operale the machlllc from a d"tallCe rrotect~d nO' lead 
>cr~~ns and so tbe Stotscon con be pi:K'eJ in allY room. 
4, Operating the Stotscan is si mpl~ and ('an he done ny lranma per.,onnel, lherei()[<J n" ,pecial 
lraining is needed lo use 1m, mac-hille. 
Figure 1.3 .,how, all image of the Slabcan whGre the rde"alll c-omponcllls are laoclled, The lo<:al 
positionin~ ('omole i, all impoftam wJllponent: it IS lIsed to manellWI the c-arm. whether it oc 
m,wing il aero,s the platfOlIll, along the l-a"is, or rotating it abouTthc z-axi' 
2 
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(l IAI'I !-.K I . l ~r RO[)UCTION 
Figun' 1.2: S'~IS('~n 'lIC("C~r IInagl11g ,"',,;ct: . 
• j..., 
~. 
figure I J. I nJl'''rlam r mnpollcm, of (he Slats"an. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The c-arm, x-ray source side, contains two important components for this project, a laser and the 
beam width limiter. The laser shines directly onto the platform, as a thick line, to indicate the 
exposure area above the patient. The beam width limiter is a collimator used to increase or decrease 
the width of the exposed area. 
A limitation with the Statscan is seen when wanting to perform a partial scan of the human body. 
Lodox scanners are designed to perform full body scans but partial scans are not impossible. If a 
partial scan is required, the start and end position of the c-arm would have to be specified and the 
width of the collimators would have to be defined. 
In practice, in order to perform a partial scan, the operator uses the local positioning console to 
move the c-arm to the starting point, using the laser as a guide. The beam width limiter is adjusted 
as required, using the length of the laser lines as a guide. Adjusting the beam width limiter and the 
position of the c-arm is done with the local positioning console. 
Once the operator is satisfied with the start position, the positioning console is used to send a signal 
to the workstation of the starting point. The stopping point is specified in a similar manner. The 
workstation now has the information required to perform a partial scan. 
The operator can adjust the starting and stopping points on the workstation if necessary. Operating 
the x-ray source to expose the person on the platform can only be done from the workstation and not 
with the local positioning console. 
Examples of x-ray images of different body regions taken with the Statscan is shown in figure I A. 
1.1.3 Versascan 
The Versascan is a medical x-ray scanner currently being developed by Lodox. A concept drawing of 
the forthcoming Versascan is shown in figure 1.5. It is designed to be a multi-purpose, self-contained 
and transportable digital radiography system for general and orthopedic radiography. 
Both medical scanners, Statscan and Versascan, are designed by Lodox so that the advantages of 
the Statscan apply to the Versascan. The main difference between the two is that the Versascan is 
a vertically-orientated scanner as opposed to the Statscan's horizontal orientation, so the patient is 
vertically positioned in a booth instead of lying on a platform. The Versascan's orientation therefore 
gives it the capability to capture x-ray images of patients in more varied positions and poses. 
The Versascan can perform partial scans of the human body, but at this stage it would have to be 
done manually, like with the Statscan. Performing partial scans manually leads to human errors 
when having to specify the starting and stopping points, using the laser as a guide, and requires that 
4 
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CI IAPTER 1. I NTRODC\C!CC'CIC"CN~ _____ _ 
,., 
'" 
(0 , 
['ignfe 1.4: Exampks uf A-ray images caplurcJ Ii-om SLaI,can. 
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CHAPTER I. ]),;TRODlJCIlO"J 
Figure I. S: COllCept draw;ng of th~ fOlthwming" V~rsa.,,'an medil' al Imaging <i<',' i c~. 
th~ pal i~nt ,land very 'lill during tile scan. 
This report airm (0 provide Ih~ inform.a lion Ik'eded In or<kr 10 perform a JXlrl,al ,can of 11 Ie human 
My. This plOp"""d ",wp USCI a cam~rJ. on the ~-arm 10 ~aplure a ful l k><iy imag~ of lhe pali~nt 
during a pr~-scan wh~re ~- ,a)';; are disahled rhe op~rator us~, Ih~ full h'><iy image 10 mark th~ 
region lhal req u ir~, scanning. lJ l ing a cam~ra to lo~~(e th e region of intewst, ; n r~ ~ I-I; m~, provides 
an allowanc~ for l h~ patient 10 move , lightly 
1.2 Objectives 
ThNe IS an 1IICelllive to low~r the ~ -my mdiation do,e h~~au,e lhere ;, ~ I i mit to how much radi~tion 
a body Can absorb before it becomes a health risk, Thi, proj~ct ~ims to reduce the toWl radi ~tion 
e>.p",ed lO lh~ body by i;;ol ~t i llg the reg io n of in(er~q "" t h~t only the ""ceS'~ l)" region is scanned. 
Th~re[ore lh~ m~ln ~im ofthi' project i, (0 nod wh~lh er it i, poss ible to perform a p~nial ,c'an, on 
the V~r>ascan. wltll tile aid of ~ camera. It i, pro pos"d th~t ti,,, c~mem be ~11ached 10 lh~ c-arm. 
abo\'~ the A-my , ource . 
' I h~ approa~h laki'n is 10 t>cgin with video data be ing capwr~d wtlh the ('ame,a while the c-ann 
performs it, fir;;t pas., where it mov~' to th e mh~r coo of Ih" hooth. The vi(\co d~ta i, u,ed to 
pI oduc~ a ling Ie i tn:lge of the full hod\-" r"f~n'ed to as th~ reference i tn:lge, " .. ht~h the operator use, 
to mark lh" region of imeresl lhal is io be scanned. The marke<.l region of imer",l p"""d", two 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
essential pieces of information to perform a partial scan: the width of the beam limiter collimator 
and the vertical starting and stopping points for the x-ray exposure. 
After a region is marked, the actual x-ray scan occurs as the c-arm performs its second pass and 
returns to its original position. As this is happening, the camera is capturing information that is used 
to locate the marked region when the region of interest is detected. Once the location of the marked 
region is found, an analysis is performed on accuracy, robustness and speed of the searching method. 
The objectives of this project can be broken up into five major parts: 
1. Create an apparatus to mimic the action of the Versascan, to obtain data. This step is necessary 
as the Versascan has not yet been manufactured. 
2. Control the c-arm, with a camera attached, and move to one end of the booth and obtain a 
full body image, stitched from video data (pass 1). The full body image, referred to as the 
reference image, is used by the operator to mark the region of interest. 
3. Return the c-arm to its original position and simultaneously locate the marked region for the x-
ray exposure (pass 2). Both feature-based and template-based matching methods are explored 
for locating the marked region. 
4. Once the region of interest is successfully located, investigate and illustrate the factors that 
affect the results. 
5. Determine whether a particular region is easier to locate than others. 
1.3 Overview of Research 
1.3.1 Problem 
The main problem, and the reason for this research, is that it is difficult to perform partial scans 
using the Versascan. This research looks at the possibility of using a camera and image processing 
techniques to identify the region of interest to perform a partial scan automatically. 
1.3.2 Proposed Solution 
A detailed overview is given ofthe Versascan as this research is dependent on the physical parameters 
of the device. A proposal is made for a single modification to the design of the Versascan prototype 
to enable it to perform partial scans and locate the region of interest automatically. 
7 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
There are two important practical aspects in this research, namely the workflow for the radiographer 
and the processes that occur to locate the marked region. Figure 1.6 is a flowchart containing both 
aspects for performing a partial scan automatically. In figure I .(), the elliptical elements show the 
steps taken by the radiographer and the rectangular elements indicate what processes are performed, 
at each step, in order to locate the region of interest automatically. 
Figure 1.6: Flowchart of performing a partial scan automatically. 
The workflow for the radiographer is important if the proposed modification is to be accepted for the 
Versascan design. The reason is because the radiographer needs to know what the procedures are in 
order to perform a partial scan and locate the region of interest automatically. 
The remainder of this section uses the flowchart shown in figure J .6 to give an overview of how this 
report proposes to perform a partial scan and locate the region of interest automatically. More detail 
of the radiographer's procedures and the processes that follow are discussed in chapters c.J. and 5. 
1.3.3 Approach 
The Versascan is in its design phase and there is currently no prototype of the physical medical 
scanner. The apparatus used to capture data needs to mimic that of the Versascan as closely as 
possible. 
A simple motorised garage door opener, vertically orientated, is used to capture simulated visual 
data of patients. An image of the vertically orientated garage motor track with the camera attached 
is shown in figure 1.7. 
A comparison is made of the video data captured between the movement of the garage motor track 
and the c-arm on the Statscan. Figure I.X shows examples of already stitched reference images from 
the two different scanning systems. It is seen that the video data is comparable with the differences 
being the patient's orientation. Therefore data captured from the garage motor track is assumed to 
8 
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ClIAPTI"'R 1. It\TRODUCT ION 
r igure 1.7 : Garage mawr trac~ used 10 i mi l~te ('-<lJTn"s movcmcnt. 
be similar to that or thc Vcr;;ascall . A detailed di,cuss ion i, pre,~nled on ll>e mcthotl u'cd lO stitch 
th~,e ref~renee imago, . hut what is imporlant i;; that the images are simi tar 
For lhe remainde r of the report. lhe g~rage mulOr track i;; reforred to as the c-arm l1n le,> s olherwise 
spec ir, ed . The rea"ln why ll>e ~-~rm is ocing mentioned IS oceauso tlllS report I:; ba,ed on how lhe 
propo,ed "yst~m wo uld work a' i r implemented on the Vcrsascan, Thi; soctiOll cont illue, by giving 
a brief o\"Crvi~w of the entire wo rkflow proce:;:; as :;hown in ligure 1.1i. 
Patient in rt'qllired position 
The radiographN begi ns by pla>: ing the patient ill the required p'"iliun woorc tho mgion of ,ntere st 
is visible to the x-ray , ource. Random pose, und rcgiuns are nol usod as it is impol'lant to cater 
tor real i, ric c~,e, when pe rforming ~ pamal ,Can 011 thc Vorsa,caIl , Therefore, standard poses, for 
instance rhe ~nteror""terior ~nd lateral pos ition;;. am con,idered when testing to do parhal s~an' 
wilh common reg ion" SlJ<:n as the abdomen. ann and chest. 
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'"' 
hl;ure ].K l:.~;'1l1 1,1c> ,,[ rd~n;"cc ill"'J;cS laken from .hlfcn:HI scanmng ~y~lcnlS. (~) Capwtcd tHill' 
~.~JTn n" Sl~lM:;, n . (1"0) Cap .. "n;J TWin ~;U"l;C molo, ,,,,d •. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Initial video capture 
Once the patient is in the required position, the radiographer initiates a vertical scan of the c-arm. 
The initial video capture of the patient occurs on the c-arm's first pass. The video data is stitched 
together to produce a single full body image, referred to as the reference image. A corner detector 
is then used to find feature points on the reference image and it is these points that will be used 
for subsequent detection of the region of interest. A broader discussion on the stitching method is 
discussed in later chapters. 
Marking of region of interest 
After the feature points are found, the radiographer receives the reference image. The feature points 
on the reference image are not visible to the radiographer to avoid confusion. Using standard regions 
as a guide, the region of interest is marked on the reference image. 
A test is performed on the feature points found within the marked region to determine how reliable 
they are. Determining the reliability of feature points is necessary to eliminate corners with similar 
surroundings. Reliability is determined by using a template-based matching method on each feature 
point as its centre coordinate and calculating if there is another position nearby that closely matches 
it. 
Increasing the reliability of the feature points is seen to increase the accuracy of the results, but 
consequently decreases the number of feature points available. Thus, there is a trade-off between 
the reliability and the number of feature points available. This trade-off is evaluated by varying the 
reliability of the feature points and is shown later in this report. 
Second video capture 
Once the radiographer has marked the region of interest, there is enough information acquired to 
perform a partial scan automatically. The information used to perform a partial scan are the reliable 
feature points found, the marked region and the reference image. The radiographer's final task is 
control the c-arm to perform its second pass. 
As the c-arm performs its second pass, the search for the region of interest begins. The camera 
captures its second set of video data of the patient, referred to as the scanned image, but with one 
small difference: the stitching method is adjusted so that the camera is effectively looking ahead 
to where the c-arm is approaching. This is required because it is necessary to detect the region of 
interest before the c-arm reaches it to signal the x-ray tube to turn on and off at the appropriate 
11 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
positions. 
Under the assumption that the patient has not moved too much, the marked region is used as a 
reference of location. The search for the marked region only begins fifty frames, approximately 
65mm, before the expected region of interest is reached and the search continues until the region 
of interest is found. A more detailed discussion of converting pixels to distances is made in section 
).l.~. 
The searching method is composed of both feature-based and template-based matching methods. A 
small template around each reliable point is used in the search for the marked region. Each small 
template is used to search, using normalized cross correlation as a measure, around its expected 
position to find where it best fits. A threshold value is set to measure the quality of the best fit and 
if the expected best fit is below that threshold then the match is ignored. The matching threshold is 
varied in the experimental stage to see how it affects the results. 
Once a set number of reliable matches has been found on the scanned image, the location of the 
estimated region of interest is calculated. The number of reliable points found is also varied in the 
experimental stage to see how it affects the result. Locating the corresponding reliable points on the 
scanned image is discussed in more detail in chapter 6. 
An accuracy measure needs to be in place to determine how accurate the calculated region of interest 
is. A calculated ground truth is taken to compare against the region found. The ground truth is 
calculated in a similar manner when finding the expected region of interest. Instead of using a set 
number of reliable points, all the reliable points on the reference image are used to find a best fit 
on the scanned image. This is assumed where the ground truth is calculated to be and accuracy is 
measured as a comparison of the two regions found. 
The accuracy is important to such an extent that a maximum error of 2% source to image detector 
distance (SID) is allowed for the Versascan to be approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). A patient is never completely still and so tests are performed on bodies that have moved 
between scans. 
The physical distance between the source to the image detector is approximately 1000mm. There-
fore, in order to achieve an accuracy to within 2% SID, a maximum error of 20mm is permitted. For 
experimental purposes, results with accuracies within 2%, 3% and 5% are accepted as passed tests 
as they have successfully located the region of interest. 
Failed experiments are cases where the region of interest is not found, found to be incorrect, or where 
the c-arm passes the region of interest without turning on the x-ray tube. A more detailed discussion 
on different failed experiments and reasons why they failed is made in section ().4.2. 
12 
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Datasets 
For the experimental stage, two pairs of video data are required in order to perform the relevant tests, 
one for the reference image and one for the scanned image to search for the region of interest. The 
pairs of video data are of patients in standard poses with slight adjustments to their stances so as to 
mimic minor movements in a realistic situation. 
Considering that this project is for a specific application, a large dataset is required in order to make 
a reliable recommendation. Seven people were selected to take part in this experiment where five 
video pairs were captured and six or eight regions, depending on the patient's pose, were selected 
per pair. Therefore, there are approximately two hundred and sixty tests which are used in the 
experiment. Video data of the seven people taking part in the experiment included two people in the 
lateral position and the remainder in the anteroposterior. The experiment is to indicate whether using 
a combination of feature-based and template-based matching methods, and the aid of a camera, can 
locate a region of interest from a moving c-arm. 
1.4 Outline of report 
Chapter I introduces the dissertation and proposes that Lodox Systems should include a camera 
in the new Versascan design to perform a partial scan automatically. Chapter::: looks at relevant 
academic research from various papers, articles, websites and books in the image processing field. 
This chapter is helpful in solving the problem and investigating the advantages and disadvantages of 
some of the methods that could be used to aid the searching process. 
The physical details of the Versascan setup and the implementation of the camera follows in Chapter 
" which describes the proposed modification for the Versascan. 
Chapters I and S discuss the entire workflow for the radiographer and the processes to perform a 
partial scan automatically. All assumptions and experiments performed are evaluated in chapter () 
where results are shown and recommendations made. 
Finally, chapters 7 and X present a summary of the entire project with its findings, followed by a 
discussion of ways in which this research could be taken further. 
13 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter describes the various methods that are available to aid in the search for the region of 
interest on the medical scanner. In order to achieve this, both an overview and a look into relevant 
literature of some of the different methods available are made. For the purpose of this project, two 
main categories of searching methods are discussed in detail, namely: feature-based and template-
based matching methods. 
Feature-based matching finds feature points, such as edges and corners, and uses them to locate 
objects. Template-based matching uses a portion of the original image to compare and locate on 
another image. Both methods have been used in various applications such as identifying or tracking 
objects. 
2.1 Template Matching 
Template matching is a technique commonly used for object recognition and stereo-matching. Tem-
plate matching techniques compare portions of images against one another. Figure 2. 1 shows the 
template matching process where the template, t(x,y), on the input image moves to all possible posi-
tions, generally limited to a search window. Correlation values are calculated in the various positions 
that indicate how well the template matches the image. The matches are done on a pixel-to-pixel 
basis. 
14 
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Q----------
~ 
t(x,Y) 
Input Image 
- - - • Correlation - - - - - - - - - - -.. 
(X,y) 
Output Image 
Figure 2.1: Matching process for template matching. 
2.1.1 Cross Correlation 
Correlation is a measure of the degree to which two variables agree, not necessarily in actual value 
but in general behaviour. A common way to calculate the position (u, v) of the object in the search 
window is to evaluate the cross correlation coefficient value, C, at each point (u, v) for function f 
and the template t. The positions (u, v) represent the shift of u in the x direction and by v in the y 
direction. 
Cross correlation is motivated by the Euclidean distance, which is a measure of similarity and is 
shown as 
d(u, v) = [,[f(x,y) - t(x - u,y - v)]2. (2.1 ) 
x,)' 
Euclidean distance is only appropriate for data measured on the same scale as no adjustments are 
made for differences in scale. Equation} } is obtained by expanding d as 
d2(u, v) = E[f2(x,y) - 2f(x,y)t(x - u,y - v) + t2(x - u,y - v)]. (2.2) 
x,)' 
In equation 22, if f(x,y) and t(x - u,y - v) are standardized, the sums are both equal to a constant 
value n. Therefore, Lf(x,y)t(x - u,y - v) is the only non-constant term just as it is in the reduced 
formula for the correlation coefficient: 
n Lx ).f(x,y)t(x - u,y - v) - (Lx yf(x,y)) (L~,}'t(x - u,y - v)) 
c(u, v) =' '-. . (2.3) 
v(n Lx,yP(x,y) - (f(x,y) )2)(n Lx,), t2(x - u,y - v) - (t(x - u,y - v) )2) 
Lewis states that there are a few disadvantages to using the cross correlation coefficient for a mea-
sure of similarity [21 J. Some of the disadvantages mentioned are that the range of the correlation 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
coefficient value is dependent on the size of the feature and that it is not invariant to changes in scale 
and lighting conditions. 
2.1.2 Normalized Cross Correlation 
Lewis states that the difficulties with the cross correlation can be overcome by normalizing the 
image, with search window size of 168 x 86, to unit length [21]. The normalized cross correlation is 
shown as 
Lx y[f(x,y) - Ju,v] [t(x - u,y - v) - ~ 
y(u, v) = ----r=-===' =========== 
V(LX,y(f(x,y) - Ju,v)2)(Lx,yt(x - u,y - v) _1)2) 
(2.4) 
where t is the mean of the feature and Ju,v is the mean of f(x,y). Normalized cross correlation is 
a popular measure of similarity as its easy hardware implementation makes it useful for real-time 
applications. 
Work has been done on increasing the performance of normalized cross correlation with the use 
of basis functions. Briechle and Hanebeck proposed using rectangular basis functions where the 
number of calculations depend linearly on the number of basis functions used [6]. The specific 
example used in [6] has an outcome that results in a computational reduction of 47 times using basis 
functions. 
There have been some image matching methods performed based on normalized cross correlation 
[14, 41, 31]. However, these methods do not perform well as normalized cross correlation is not 
invariant to rotation. Zhao, et. al. propose a hybrid method, consisting of both feature points and 
templates, to improve the results of normalized cross correlation [13]. The hybrid method consists of 
using feature points on the two images to determine the rotation and scale changes according to the 
characteristic scale and dominant direction of the points. The invariant normalized cross correlation 
is then applied at the corresponding feature points. 
The main difference between the works of [13] and [6] is that the one potentially eliminates the 
measure's variance and the other increases its performance by reducing its computation time. 
2.1.3 Other Methods used in Template Matching 
Another application for template matching is to not only classify an object but also to track it. Object 
tracking is usually categorized into two classes. One is where tracking takes place while the camera 
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is stationary and the other is when the camera is moving. The most important characteristic is that to 
make a real-time system, the image captured by the camera must be processed before the next frame 
is digitized. 
Pal and Biswas propose an automated correlation based tracking approach using edge strength and 
Hausdroff Distance Transform (HDT) technique for tracking moving targets [37]. The approach 
produces a complete real-time video tracking system for both detecting and tracking moving targets 
from optical image sequences. 
Other methods used for detecting objects can be seen in [19] and [29], with differences being that 
the object's shape is known. Cole, et. al describe how a 2D model can be used [19] and Gupta, et. 
al. show how detecting objects can be done with a 3D model [29]. 
2.2 Feature-Based Matching 
The feature-based matching approach is the easiest method for finding image displacements. The 
method finds features in an image, such as edges and corners, and calculates the change in distances 
of the position of the feature points from the original image to another. 
When video data is considered, the displacement is calculated from frame to frame. This is basically 
a two-step approach. Firstly, feature extraction is performed on two or more consecutive frames, to 
both reduce the amount of information to be processed and to obtain a higher level of understanding 
of the image scene. Secondly, these feature points are matched between frames to find any change 
in the positions of the points. Generally, changes in feature point positions between frames usually 
mean a movement of some object or background. 
Feature-based matching is usually preferable when an image has strong features, such as sharp cor-
ners, in it. A feature-based approach is generally faster than a template-based approach because it 
does not consider the entire image but rather only the feature points found. This section investigates 
two different methods of feature-based matching, namely corners and edges as well as the Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). 
2.2.1 Edges 
Edges indicate boundaries in an image, which makes them important for image processing. Edges 
in an image usually appear as intensity changes in pixels situated next to each other. There are many 
different methods of edge detection but they can be grouped into two categories, gradient-based and 
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Laplacian-based. Mlsna and Rodriguez show that the difference between the two categories is that 
the gradient methods consider maximum values in the first derivative of an image and Laplacian 
methods look for zero crossings in the second derivative of an image [27]. 
Mathematically, a change in the intensity values of pixels in the 1 D continuous case indicates an 
edge. Suppose figure 2.2a shows the intensity values of a certain line of pixels. Figure 2.211 shows 
the derivative of the intensity values which indicates an edge as the gradient decreases from the 
vertical axis. An edge can also be found by using the second derivative and finding the zero crossing 
because all maximum and minimum values will be zero, as shown in figure 2.2c. 
1(1) f~) 
f'(t) 
(a) (b) (e) 
Figure 2.2: Array of pixel intensity values shown as a function. (a) Function f(t). (b) Derivative 
J'(t). (c) Second derivative fl/(t) 
It is shown in [9] that, in practice, a zero crossing filter is created by performing Gaussian smoothing 
followed by Laplacian filtering. The Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG), which is the convolution mask 
of the zero crossing operator, can be obtained from using various orders of linear filters and the 
rotational symmetry of Gaussian filter: 
(2.5) 
Equation 2.5 shows the Laplacian-to-Gaussian convolution mask where N is the normalisation constant, 
r2 = x 2 + l is the square distance from the centre of the mask, and (J is the scaling parameter of the 
mask. The Difference of Gaussian filters (DoG) is another implemention of the zero crossing filter 
and is more efficient but less accurate than the LoG. 
A few examples of other edge detectors are Sobel, the Canny, the Local Threshold and Boolean 
Function Based edge detectors [2] and color edge detection using euclidean distance and vector angle 
[39]. Nadernejad, et. a1. have performed a greater analysis of various edge detectors, including the 
ones previously mentioned [12]. 
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2.2.2 Cornl'rs 
Corner< arc the lnfer>eetion, of tl'lO edge, of ,ufliciently differcnt orientations. Therefore comer:; 
contai n t wo dim~n<ional f~"tur~s and c"n pol~nti all y r~pr~sent obj~cl ,h"fiC" Th~ ability to rcpresc[lt 
object .' hapes play importa11l roles ill m"tching alld paltem recognition. 
Therc arc many differcnt cornel' detectors that e:>::i.'t such as the Prillcip"l Curvature-Ha,~d R~gion 
(PCHR) detector [161 arnlthc HaITi, operator [Iill, Comcr detcctorj have many application, in 
motion tracking, ,tcr~o matching mill image database retrieval, :>1okhtarian alld Suomel~ m(xiify 
the corner detector to make it mOr~ robusl. bme<l On thc curvatllre sc~lc-space (ess) represenla{i(M1 
[2~j. The quali{y of ~ corner de lec tor i, deterrnine<l by il, ability to <ktectthe same corner illmultiplc 
image' of the ,arne sc~ne bul urxkr differenl conditions. likc lighting. tmn:;laHoll. rotation ~11Il mher 
tran.,f("'n~tionj , 
The Harrh COrner detector is a g(Mld meth(xito use to <letecl cOrnerS a, il provioc:; good quality 
cOme" lLnder \'arying rotation and illumi[lation and m~y detect interest point, olher than corners. 
The HaITi, cOmer <letectOf I' popular for it> .'implici ty alld effecti vene" arnl i, ba,ed (}nth~ following 
matrix: 
(df/dxf 
(df /dx)(df /dy) 
(dl/dx)(dl/dy) ) 
(dl/dy)' 
(2,6) 
In practice. the Harris comer ddeLlor u,c, a ,mall window sizc alld sums each of the derivatives 
O\'cr their given Willdow regloll Therefore, the change of intensity for the shift (u, 1') i, ,ho"n a, 
E(u,v) L. w( x,y)[f(x+u ,)'+I') ,, ' (.<,)')1 2 (2 7) 
where w(x,)') IS {he wmdow function and f (x,y) is the c~lculated int~r1Sity, Some e:>::amp!cj arc 
prm'id~<l in tigure 2,.1 10 show the re., ul tj of using {he !tarri, carner <k{ector [34, JJ j, I'or {he 
pu,¥,'~ of lili, thesis the Harri s COrner detector i, con,id~red due to it, ,trong in\'ariance to rotation. 
",~Ie. i lllLmination \iariation a[ .. l 1 magc [lOis.c [71, 
Fi n~lly there has been wOfk ..rone in combini ng the cdge alld the ('orner detector. Harr;, and S{cphens 
propo;.e combining {he comcr a[Ki edge <lelecl<lr ha'cd on th~ Im'al auto-correlation function 10 ob-
tain fcature poi nts for tracking al gm; thm' (17] . \\"eijcr. Cl. ai, proposc comblll i ng the two ddecto", 
by photometric qua, i-; nnriant' [ Ii; j and AriJ<, b;. gradient covariance [4 ], 
Parks and Gravel pro\iide a detailcd com pari 'Oll of over 10 \iariou, corrlcr detector:; includillg 011es 
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"-----
Figurc 2.3: Rcsul ts of "'ing the I-bITi, Comer [)et~clOr. 
mCllliOI",d prcviously l30]. 
2.2.3 Scale Invariant Fcatun' Transform 
Lowe d~vdopc<l alKI p"bli,hed the algorithm called Scale Invariant Feature Tran,fonn (SIFT) to 
ddee( and describe local featurc s in image, [2·1 1. TIle Uni\iersity of Briti,h Colllmbia has p~lent(>.l 
lhi, algorilhm bllt It I> available to the public forresearch purpose, only and there are papers ahLilablc 
by Lo"e that gi,·e a bel(er UJl(krstondLng of Ihe SIFT keypoint d~tector m~th"d [2~. 2\ 24]. An 
e~ample of th~ SIFT keYlxlIlll deteclor is ,ho'" n in Ii gme ::> .·1. 
l1-.e SII-T algorithm i,s rublL,l becausc, os the name suggeSls. it is oble to handlc image tran,forma-
lio", lik~ ,cale. r01alion ond deformation. Therc orc four step' Ihat swr g"'" lhrough to lramtonn 
image dam into ."ale in"arianl coordinates rclaove 10 local fedlllres I:?AI · 
The first step is lhe scale-space nlrenl<l del~dion, Thi, firsl , lage of comp\ltation searches over all 
scaks and image locatioll>. II is implemcnted efficielltly using a Dilference-of-Gaussian funct ion to 
idemify polenliill inlerest points lhat are invariant to scale and orientation. 
lJnfonunaldy, the >cal~-,pace extrcma detCClion produces too many keypoints, some of which are 
umtable. Therdore lhe secoli<l step IS the lcypoint loca)ilmion. which toke; eoch candidme location 
and fit> " delmled modd lO ,ktenni IIC location. scale and ratio of prillCipal curvature,. Keypoims me 
selected based on tJ.., m~""lrc, of their , labllny, :;0 points thaI ore sensitive to noise arc rcjected. 
With fewcr keypoinls, the ne"l ,tel' IS the ori~lllauon assignlllcnt. Onc or Illore oricntations are 
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Figure 2.4: Example of usiug SIfT matching, 
a"ign~u to ~ach keypOlnl localion hosed on local image gradienl directions, This step is important 
in ord~r 10 ",hi",e invariaoce to rolOlion. hullhe di,atlvanlage i, lhal il Innits the descriplors occam.e 
it uoe, nol use allihe information il h;K 
Tlke previous step:; have found keypoim location:; at certain 'calc , and a,signed orienlalions to Ihem 
"Iudl ensures invanance to image 10...,,1100. Icale and rowtion. TtK: ~nal step is 10 compuTe a <ks-
criplor veClOr fOf each keypoinl so that it " partially lIlVariant to other r"ctors. ouch as change, in 
,II umillJtioll, 
The , Iep' which produce keypo;nt locaLions at particillar scales that have orientalions a"ign~u to 
them are .,hown in f,gur~ 2,:;a. Al each sample point. shown in figure :2 5~. a weighT is opplietl 
hy a Gau"i"n ..... indow sho ..... n hy the ,·irclc. FIgure 2.5[> ,hows ~ 2 x 2 descriptor array computetl 
from an 8 ~ 8 ,el of ,amples. where each Jescriptor was calculated with the lenglh of each arrOw 
con-c,ponding to (tK: ,urn of (he gradient magnitudes in (he 4 , 4 subr"gion<. 
Aly ha., sho"n thai SIFT c-an he usetl 10 lind feature point:; in a t;1ce (0 identify a person for ,ur-
,'eiIlanc-" anti ac-c-nS cOllirol 131 , There are v~rious other applic"Tion, (hat u,e SIFT such as ,mage 
,ti(ching IclOI. vi(k:o tracking I ~ I and 3[) modeling [20, -'81 
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Figure 2_5: Con--erting lfllHge gradients and orkmation to keypomt ocscriplor; , (a) Image gradients 
anJ orientatioll (\1) Image descriptors, 
2.3 Summary 
Thc various academic re'eacc-h which is mentioned in this chapter me tho", of kmpbte and feature 
bascd mHtchillg mcth[)(k In 11m repolt. these two method, of matchillg are explored in great detail 
to ;Jid in performing;Jn online ,e~rcil for a region of thc body_ 
The ad\'alllages and di,advanlag-e, of t~ two matching- melh,xl, are rnenlioned in lili, L1mpter ill 
ordcr to gel a hcttcr understanding of them, A good understanding of the llml<;ilillg mctiloos is 
neec,,"r), ill ordcr to create an accurale and reliahle online search to locHte;J region of (he hody on 
the c-arm', sccond pa"_ 
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Chapter 3 
Proposed Versascan Setup 
A detailed discussion is made on the VCri;a scan, namely the phy.sical dill1Cn.';Olh. and th ~ ch~racte­
rillies of the camera. This chapter provl(!c, a bener understanding of how the pn)jlO,ed rnodilicalioll 
for th~ V"r,alcan wu ul d louk lik~ arK] uJ}t'rate, 
3.1 Versascan 
Loom Systems is re.'p<lJlsih]e for l~ , upport uf it, medical imaging pruJlll'(', Thi, project is based 
on the Lodox V~"a,can_ 11 i, a new design which Loom, Systems b hoping 10 release ,11 the ncar 
fUlure. The Versa,ca" is similar 10 lh<e Sl~l>caJl Wilh (h~ rnHiIl ditrcrcncc being that It is vertically-
orientated and i., pOlenlially [[]()f€ versatile. 
The Jalu>ets required to develop the methods req uired in th" work cannot he captured from [be 
Versascan. Huwcwr. specJ/icali ()I1S have been obtained '0 as to create, as closely~' pm.,illle, the 
d~tasel, ~s if tahlt fWIn th.> Vcr,alcan, Although specification' of t~ Y~r.,asc~n ~re not a\ ai lallIe, 
the diItk'n,ion, of the devic~ arC silnilar 10 those of the Lodox SlalSCan, Th~refore ~11 dimension, 
referred to and u,ed in thi s projccl arC enhcr provided by a technIcal oftic~r from Lodox or the 
Stah<:an product sp.'cificalions and physical ditl1en.,ion' data,heet l25J. 
The V~r.,a,can i, pol~nli"lly mur~ \ff,"lile than thc Slatscan as it c~n scan a larger number of region, 
of the hody, This i, due tu il l vertical orientation, which Inean.' thatlhe only requiremem need~d i, 
thallhe p"lienl be 111 a pusc wherc the region to be 'cann~d" viSl hle to the ('-antl, Unfortunately, 
thi, mean, that the pall~nt i, e>s~nlially .'tanding which mC~n' lhal minor mowments ('an occur. 
Th~,e minor m",emClllS arc catered for in the exreriments. 
l'igur~ ",I ,how, i",agcs of the scmI' USCLlIO mimIC data caplmed from the Ver,a.,can, TIle s~t up is 
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made up of an office panel and a ~arage mOlor lracl;.. The oiTice parel mimics Ih~ dew<:tor for lhe 
medi<:al scanner. A "hile ,heet i, u,ed 10 co'~r Ihe panellO resemble th~ V~rsa;;can's booth. wilh no 
landmark.s . as sflOwn in figure .'. 1.1. I he camera used for d~teCling lh~ region of interesl is atta<:hed 
to the linear slid~ of the garage ope""r. a, ,hown in fi~ure 3 I fl . 'n~ shu., lrawb to both ends of!f~ 
garage mOlOr !fad. Coin~idenlally, !f~ garage tloor open~r lal;.~, approximately I Js to lra,d alon~ 
Its 2m track. '0 dataset, ~aptur~d using lhis ,etllp clo,ely resemble lho,e that would be taken from 
th~ Ver'as<:a n. 
(., (h1 
The speed of lh~ c·arm can actually be adjus!cd to half or a quan~r of It s sl"'cd. Thi;; projCCl as,ume.' 
thai th~ c·arm op.;raws at ii, maximum sp.;cd, Ira,c1\Lng a di,lancc of 2m in 13s. Only Ih~ ma"tmUm 
speed for Ihe c·arm is coll>ilkr~d as slow~r speeds mean th~t there tS mor~ lime lO capture data . 
Th~rcfore. pro'ing Ihat Ihi, propo,ed modificalion can work on the maximum c·arm specd is an 
indication that it should also worl;. al ,lowu 'pe~d,. 
Table .1. I shows s om~ impor!; . .lllt paramelers of the Vcr,a"an mcdlcal scanncr. Th~ d"wnce bclw~cn 
lhe cam~ra atid Ihe patlCIll is imponant hccau,~ the c\o,cr thc palkllllh~ less informalion !h~re is 
available due to Ihe cam~ra', fi~ld of vi ew. The th ick,X'ss of pal ient SIX'citi<:ation was pro\·ided by 
an ~mployee from Lodox Sy'tems. Therefore. the \\fOrstca," distan~e, '" ,bown in labk .J.I. i, 
the smalle,! disiaoce hetwe~n tbe Camera and the palient Thi, wor,t (Oa" di,larn."e j, used in thc 
~"perimenta[ion 
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CHAPTER 3. PROPOSED VERSASCAN SETUP 
Specification I Lodox medical scanner I 
Distance from camera to detector 900mm 
Thickness of patient 100mm - 300mm 
Worst case distance 600mm 
Table 3. I: Specifications of the medical scanner. 
3.2 Camera 
In this section a discussion is provided of the camera that is proposed to be attached to the c-arm to 
aid in performing a partial scan automatically. Different configurations of how the camera can be 
attached to the c-arm are compared and a recommendation is made. Finally, other characteristics of 
the camera that are important, such as the field of view and calibration, are mentioned. These are 
used when performing tests in later chapters. 
3.2.1 Objective 
Currently the only way to perform a partial scan is for the radiographer to do it manually. In order 
to perform a partial scan, the radiographer begins by using the local positioning console to move 
the c-arm to the required position. The radiographer then uses a laser, located within the c-arm on 
the x-ray source side, as a guide to indicate the required region to be scanned. The points indicated 
are sent to the workstation where the radiographer will finally be able to perform the partial scan. 
Manually indicating a region can lead to possible minor human errors. 
The aim of the camera is to identify the region that requires scanning and to eliminate the possibility 
of minor human errors. Another advantage with using a camera to indicate and identify the region 
to be scanned is that it caters for the patient moving slightly. 
Therefore, using a camera to indicate the region of interest is more robust than doing it manually. 
Manual scans are static points sent to the workstation to indicate which area requires exposure, 
whereas using a camera is more dynamic because it searches for the region of interest. Searching for 
the region of interest is more robust as the area that requires exposure changes as the patient moves. 
Finally, the proposed modification aims to provide the ability to perform a partial scan automatically 
without needing any special training for the radiographer. 
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3.2.2 Configuration 
Various configurations for how a camera is used to identify the region of interest are possible. The 
main objective is to locate the region of interest for the x-ray tube to expose that specific area, so the 
camera is attached on the c-arm on x-ray source side. It is advantageous having the camera attached 
to the moving c-arm because the location of the x-ray source is always known while the search for 
the region occurs. It is proposed that the camera be attached to the top of the arm so that there is no 
obstruction when the c-arm reaches the bottom. 
Increasing the number of cameras attached to the c-arm could be used to provide more information, 
such as depth via stereo reconstruction. However, the main aim is to locate the region of interest 
and this can be done with a single camera. Depth information is nevertheless available with a single 
camera in this configuration as frames are captured from different viewpoints as the c-arm moves. 
Finally, a patient is less likely to be intimidated with a single camera than multiple cameras in front 
of them. This is an important factor if patients are to remain still but more importantly calm through 
the scanning process. Therefore, the proposed configuration is to attach a single camera on the 
c-arm. 
3.2.3 Model 
The camera that is used for this project is the Point Grey Firefly MV FFMV-03M2C. The specifi-
cations of the camera are important as the experimental results are obtained using this device. The 
important details of the camera, including the image sensor, that is used for testing purposes can be 
found in table 3,2 [15,26]: 
Specification FFMV-03M2C 
Image Sensor Type 1/3" progressive scan CMOS 
Image Sensor Model Micron MY9V022 
Image Sensor Dimensions 4.5Imm(H) x 2.88mm(V) 
5.35mm Diagonal 
Maximum Resolution 752 x 480 
Pixel Size 6.0j1m x 6.0j1m 
Transfer Rate 400Mb/s 
Maximum Frame Rate 752 x 480 at 60jps 
Table 3.2: Selected specifications of the imaging device. 
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3.2.4 Calibration 
The configuration proposed is to attach a camera on the c-arm, above the x-ray source. The ideal 
position for the camera is as close to the x-ray tube as possible. The proposed configuration is the 
closest distance to the x-ray tube as it is contained within the c-arm, x-ray source side. 
Calibration is necessary, due to the proposed configuration, and figure 3.2 shows the distance bet-
ween the camera and the c-arm containing the x-ray tube. The distance from the lens to the top 
of the c-arm was measured, with a ruler, to be ISmm and 11 Omm from the top of the c-arm to the 
x-ray tube. The distance doff is now referred to as the offset distance in the scanning direction and is 
measured to be 12Smm. 
/'.j 
1 
"·1"· .. · .... ·· ................ ··· .. · , Camera ) 
", ./'1 
Figure 3.2: Distance between camera and x-ray tube. 
3.2.5 Field of View 
The field of view of the camera is important because it provides different degrees of information 
depending on the focal length of the lens. The smaller the focal length the wider the field of view 
and thus the more information that is captured in every frame. Similarly with a larger focal length 
this results in a more narrow field of view. 
Figure :1.3 shows the field of view with the 2.S - 12mm varifocallens used for this project. The focal 
length, j, is set to 2.Smm, the minimum length, so that the largest area of data is obtained at every 
frame. The worst case distance, D, is 600mm from camera to patient. 
Using simple geometry we can calculate that 
e = arctan ( j ) ~ I mage sensor height (3.1 ) 
Therefore, the length of the patient captured at every frame is 
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:r 
~. 
;r 
" ~ 
3 
3 e 
L = 2 = 6l4.26mm. (D-2.8) tane 
o =600mm 
f =2.Bmm 
Figure 3.3: Field of view with focal length of 2.8mm 
(3.2) 
Figure JA shows the different interest points from the camera, assuming it is looking perfectly 
horizontally, while the c-arm performs its second pass downwards. The distance between a and b is 
the measured distance doff. The distance between a and c is half the length of the patient captured 
at every frame, ~. The distance between band c, which is referred to as the 'maximum look-ahead' 
distance, is important because as the c-arm moves, the camera needs to identify whether the region 
of interest is present in this portion of every frame. Both feature-based and template-based matching 
methods are used to locate the region of interest. 
If the region of interest is found within the look-ahead distance, a signal is sent to the Versascan 
to turn on and off at the respective points. If the region of interest passes the look-ahead distance 
without being identified by the camera, then the test fails. The maximum look-ahead distance is 
calculated as 
L 
Maximumlook-aheaddistanceDown ="2 -doff = l79.l3mm. (3.3) 
However, if the c-arm is to be moving upwards for its second pass, the look-ahead distance would 
be 
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, ." ................... " ... ,",............. .............. . ..... ........ 1 ........ .. g., . 
.. .~~.:~ ~~~~---c-_j ..... . 
'. 
. ..... 
'. '. 
.. ............. ; ... b 
Figure 3.4: Field of view of camera attached to c-arm where points a, band c show the camera's 
perpendicular view, the physical offset and the maximum 'look-ahead' distance respectively. 
L 
Maximum look-ahead distance up = 2 + doff = 435.13mm. (3.4) 
Therefore, due to the larger maximum look-ahead distance, a recommendation is made that the c-
arm's first pass start from the top moving downwards and from the bottom moving upwards for its 
second pass. The following chapters of this report uses this recommendation for the c-arm's two 
passes. 
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Radiographer Workflow 
Initial video capture 
Figure 4.1: Radiographer workflow to perform a partial scan. 
This chapter describes the entire workflow process for the radiographer on the proposed modification 
for the Versascan. Figure 4.1 shows the procedure that the radiographer follows in order to perform 
a partial scan automatically. Finally, the last section gives a brief outline of the major differences in 
performing a partial scan between the original and modified Versascan. 
4.1 Patient in Required Position 
X-rays are taken of different regions of the body depending on the area that needs to be analysed. To 
be able to set up a good experimental environment, a list of regions of the body that are commonly 
exposed by x-rays are shown in table 4.1 [35]. Routine views are generally in the anteroposterior and 
lateral positions. Therefore, video data is captured of the patients in these two views as they cater 
for a wide range of different regions. Only a subset of all the body regions are used and those that 
are not being considered are marked with an asterisk, *, following their region names in the table. 
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Anteroposterior Lateral Internal Oblique External Oblique Tunnel Tangential 
Abdomen X 
Ankle* X X X 
Chest X X 
Elbow* X X X X 
Foot* X X X 
Hand X X X 
Head X X 
Hip X X 
Knee X X X X 
Ribs X 
Shoulder X 
Table 4.1: X-ray scanning routine views for different body regions. Regions marked with a * are not 
considered for the experiments. 
4.2 Initial Video Capture 
Once the patient is in the required pose, the radiographer uses the workstation to control the c-arrn 
to perform its first pass. The result of the initial video capture is a single image ofthe entire patient's 
body, the reference image, which is displayed on the workstation where the radiographer then marks 
the region that requires exposure. 
4.3 Marking the Region of Interest 
After obtaining a suitable reference image, the radiographer marks the desired region of interest 
for the x-ray scan. Figure 4.2 shows three reference images with different hypothetical regions of 
interest marked. These are just a few examples, from table 4.1, of the different regions of the body 
that are being considered. 
The area marked by the radiographer is important as it is used to locate the region of interest to 
perform the partial scan. 
4.4 Second Video Capture 
Finally, the radiographer uses the workstation to control the c-arm to perform its second pass. During 
the second pass, the video data is used not only to stitch a second image, referred to as the scanned 
image, but also to search for the marked region and signal the x-ray tube when to turn on and off. 
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Figurc 4.2: Example> uf rcfcrcm·c imagcs w,th JiffcrenL reg-iow, of Ihe body ,elected. (a) A Momen 
Ib) Chell. IC) Head. 
4.5 Comparison 
Thcre arc a few dl/fc.ret;:.;c, In pcrforming a partial ,can bClwccnlhe onginal and muJiJied Ver,a,can. 
Thc main difkrcncc l' that the moJiJicd \'Crliu" "';c, a ~"mera to locate the region of imere" a, 
opposcd 10 the radiographer 'pcl·HYing it with the u,e of a proJectnll"ser lme. Usi"g a camera 
10 locate the regIOn uf InlCrelt prO'·ldeS mocc flcxibillly as it ,earl'he, for the area as opposed (0 
<;<.;amllng aL ItaLi~ PO]['lS Ipcl·ilied IIlanliali y. Additional I y. search ing Ii" the nl,lI kcd rcgion caters for 
Ihc patient !Hoving ,hglllly. 
An advantagc with the muJilicd \W,lOn i, that Ihe rauiugrapher need only use the ''''rkstaTion to 
)X'rfonn both a fnll body or partial "·a,,. S)X'l·ialtraimng for the radiographer i:; not reqliircd for 
The modified Vcr:;ascan as they ,imply operate lhc ~-arm mlhe worhtation and mark The region of 
intcrc:;t using a peripheraL 'lL~h a, a mOlL,e. The workflow proce" mentioned Ln thi:; chapter i, used 
and fol lm,cd to perform toc experiment mcntioncd In the nextlwo chapte" 
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Chapter 5 
Workflow Processes 
This chapter discusses the methods used, following the order of the radiographer's workflow, in 
order to perform a partial scan. To achieve a better understanding of the entire proposed system, the 
methods used are broken up into separate processes. Figure 5.1 shows the radiographer's workflow 
where the respective processes are performed at each stage. 
------- ... 
.., - .......",.. 
, , .-
\ Patient In reqUired po~tlon r -~, 
,.,------- ~ ~;--------~, ,-~~------
, / , / ' ;,"" -)0\ ~arkirg the region of intere~ ,- -)0-, Second video capture ",' 
" .... ~ .,. 
------ ---
Initial video capture 
--------
Figure 5.1: Detailed workflow process to perform partial scan. 
5.1 Reference Image 
The reference image is the first image displayed on the workstation and this is where the radiographer 
marks the region of interest. The reference image is obtained during the first pass by stitching the 
video captured from the camera at 60jps. Figure 5.2 shows examples of stitched reference images. 
As mentioned previously, routine views are generally in the anteroposterior and lateral positions. 
Figures 5.2d and 5 . .2h show examples of the anteroposterior position and figures 52c and :'i.2d show 
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the lateral position. The process of stitching is discussed later, along with a discussion of how to 
overcome the data loss experienced with the stitching method. 
5.1.1 Capturing Video Data 
Video data was not captured on the Versascan as this particular medical scanner is still under deve-
lopment. This limitation was overcome by creating a similar setup, as shown in figure .).1, to mimic 
the data as if it had been obtained from the Versascan. Reference images produced from using this 
setup are shown in figure 5.2. 
The video captured during the first pass consists of 780 frames using a camera at 60jps for the 
full-body scan taking l3s. The reference images shown in this report are constructed from video 
data consisting of l080 frames. The reason for the additional 300 frames, or 5s, is due to the 
delay between operating the camera and the garage opener. It was found that the time taken for the 
workstation to configure the camera and begin capturing was inconsistent. To overcome this, a delay 
was implemented, such that after 3s of capturing a signal was sent to start the garage opener. The 
remaining 2s is used to cater for the approximate time taken for the slide to reach the other end. 
Therefore, there are 3 important aspects in the reference images in this report, as shown in figure 
'U. There are the two delays, at the beginning and the end, and when the slide starts moving. When 
the garage opener is signaled to operate the entire setup shakes for a brief moment. This causes the 
horizontal misalignment artifacts visible near the top of the images, and indicated in figure 5.3. It is 
unnecessary to accommodate for the brief shaking as the regions which are important for this project 
are below this point. 
In the proposed modified Versascan, the camera captures video data consisting of 780 frames while 
the c-arm moves. Therefore, both delays and the initial brief shake will not be present on the actual 
Versascan. 
5.1.2 Stitching Video Data 
Image stitching is the process in which multiple images are aligned by various registration algorithms 
and blended together in a seamless manner [32]. As mentioned previously, the video datasets were 
captured by a camera mounted on a vertically-orientated garage motor track. The reference image 
was created by taking a number of rows, r, at each frame captured, as shown in figure 5A. The rows 
that are used for stitching the reference image are at the centre of every frame. 
The method of stitching performed uses a number of rows at each frame and stacks them underneath 
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(aJ 
''l 
,<) 
I'i gure :;.2: Examples of reference images. (a) and (b) Anteroposterior position. (c) and (d) Late ral 
position. 
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, ,,,- , 
Figurc 5.4: Process of image stltching from video dataset where r r~pre'~ll(S (h~ row> con> i der~d for 
'litching and d .. i, the di' lance be l ",een each frame C' aptllrcd, 
or abm'e each other, dep"nding on the "all direction, i.e, pass 1 (X' pass 2, TI1C rcsult of taking 1I1to 
accoull( the centre n,,", of the "i""o data prod lJ<:es lhc reference image. The only problem with this 
me(hod of >ti1<'hing i> (he pr!>silllilly of dut:! I ass. and whether such 10" impact' on the objectiw of 
lnc~(ing tile reg ion of interest. 
LTsing the ("cntre roWS of cvery framc is cffcctivcly providing thc information that i, dir~c!ly in front 
of (hc camcra. llowcvcr. for thc sccond pa:;s. !ilC camera would h,l\'e to 'look -ahe,ld' 10 identify the 
arCa hcforc the c-arm reache, il by considering the rows (hat arc highcr (hanthc ccnll'C. cons idering 
the C-arm tfa,'e)s upward, for i(s 'econd pa,s. 
5.1.3 Video Data Loss 
Thc mcthod of imagc stitching mCll!ioned prcviou,ly ('auses some ('oncem for data los., as it simply 
wk~s a numhcr of rows at thc ccntrc in cach framc and con,lI'ucts (he referen<'e im,lge from that. In 
figure ~.--I , with a camer,1 capturing al iy.ljps, the di,wnce a, hchH'CIl ~ach framc can bc calculatcd 
as follow" 
2()()(),JlIII 1 
a, = .--- - 2,564111"'. 13, 6(Jjp, (5.1) 
From equation 3.2 il i, seen that the vertical C.\.tCllt of thc pati~1l! caplilroo at ~\-ery frame, t., i, 
h14.2firmn which i, calculated lI sing thc wor:;t casc dislance from the camera to the patient -n", 
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roWS thm :lIC cot1.,idered for stitching arc at thc ccntrc so the height dn ,,·, of a single ww In any 
tr,Llne is 
Jm» = 1./4~ n = 014,26/480 = 1.280",,,,, (5.2) 
TllCrefor~, if only 1 row is cllnsidcred t h~re 1S ",ig-niiicant amount of ll.lta loss, J lowc\'~r, if 2 rows 
"rc considered at e,'ery framc. tilc dm" loss be~ornes lnsigmlicant and it can IlC ~\\umcd th"t the 
referencc unagc i, a dose representation of tile patient lhe perc~nl"ge of data loss with:; IO"'S 
~ol1SidereJ is 
Dow/ass 2.564- (2 x 1,2801 = 0,004",,,, = 0,[6%. (5.3) 
Thcr~forc, if the patiem's thidJlC5' i, ,mal1~r th an 300mm, overlap occurs Ln tllC st itching mcthod 
but illl tn., il1fonl1ation ['Cmains in tl", referenc~ im~g~. 
5.2 Finding Feature Points 
FC"1LIIC points are important altocy arc us~d to loc"tc thc rcgion of irll~re't on the scamleJ image, 
The Harris COlIlCr dctector ha, be~n selected to ti[Kl fc"turc points on thc rdcr~ne~ image l7J for 
reasons mCll1illncd in ,eet ion ~.~.~. HoweWL UjlC problem wa:; fuu[Kl with this appro"eh: wn.,n 
there is ambigu ity or poltenlS presem ar0l1Ild tl,c rcgion uf intcrc\t, eorllcrs ar~ ,ometimes foul1d at 
olocr locmiu[\S that "rc visuall)' similar. 
AmbigUIty i, fou [Kl whcn_ for enmple, COrl1er, are fuund alung tl '" contours of" rough mO\1JJ1" ill. 
TlLCIC comcrs "r~ SImi lar, prov ided that th~ contO\H', have" rcl"tivc ly ,i m i lar gradient and tlL~ b,,~k­
gro\H1d i, COlTIpar"hl~. Patlerm lhat cxhibit a rCjlCtition of 'hapes can kad to det~r!11il1ing corner, 
heing foul1d arourKlthesc orcas "nd " r~ very similar hU l are pmiliolleJ at differemlocmiom, 
j'n.,rdore, to remow cuIllcn th"t "rc either amhiguous or found In pallerl1~. a need for relLable 
fealure points i:; nCCC'IJry. The prc><:e" of iJem i fyillg reliable poinls " dllJJe after hnding all COl ncrs 
on lhe rcfcrc[\Cc illl"gc lhe I."t section Jiscu"e, llLe le,l lhat IS )X'rfo!lJ\Cd un c"ch individual 
katurc point to dctcrmlne wl'lether il i, reliable or amb'!-,ullUS. 
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~ ~~-- -----
5.3 Determine Reliable Points 
The process of determining reliable feature points occur, af!er the radiographer has marked the 
region of intere.'1. lJ.S only the feature point, w hid, fall within the markeJ region are comidered and 
the re,t are ignored. Only feature pOint' wilhin the marked region are Lon,idereJ lJ.S thele are toc 
one, used to 1<,.,lJ.le the region of i nt~reA on the scanned im:ige. 't f>erefore it is not nel'essary to 
determine if a II lh~ feature poi nt , are rei iable or am bi guous. 
TIle approach for deterrmning whether a feature point IS rdiabk or ambiguous consists of looking 
at tile [ocighboUlhood of each [XIln!. A ,mall window of siz~ 15 x 15, centredallhe detected comer. 
i, consiocred. Template matching IS tlien performed ol'~r th~ surrounding area of ,il.e 7~ x 75 to 
see whether there arc other locations which have similar appearances , Normalized cro" corr~l at i on 
i., ,elel'ted:is the measure of how similar tf>e featlLre [XIint is to tf>e background. Various thresholds 
ha\'e an impact on th~ r~SIlHing correlation vallLe which delerrmne, how reli:ihle eaLh corner i, and 
this is disclLssed in m(~'e delail in section ().~ , 
Figure ~.5 show, lnree image, anJ demonstrate:; the process of obtaimng the r~liable points. Kate 
thallnis is a zoomed in referem'e image. First all featlLre points are found, tnen points olilside of (he 
region of interest are removed, and fln:ill y the relilJ.hle [loint, me c:ilclLla!ed. 
,., 
", 
Figur~ 5.5: Obtaining reliable feature P'"nt, from an abdomen regIon. (:i) RderenLe image Wilh 
feature points, (b) Feature points only wilhin reg ion of interest. (c) R~liabl e points only within 
region of interest 
3'-) 
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5.4 Locating the Region of Interest 
After the region of interest has been marked, the radiographer controls the c-arm to perform the 
second pass. The second set of video data is not only being stitched together, but also being used to 
locate the region of interest. 
This section discusses how reliable feature points are used to locate the region of interest and signal 
the x-ray source at those respective points. The assumption has been made that the signal to trigger 
the source is instantaneous, and this assumption has been confirmed to be reasonable by a Lodox 
Systems employee. 
5.4.1 Searching Ahead 
The stitching method used is to take two rows at the centre of every frame and sequentially stack 
them until the final frame is captured. In order to find the region of interest and provide the location 
to the x-ray source before it passes it, a search is required to take place ahead of the c-arm. Searching 
ahead of the c-arm is done by adjusting the stitching method during the second pass. 
Instead of using two rows at the centre of every frame, higher rows are considered. The rows to 
use are effectively determined by the desired look-ahead distance discussed in section The 
look-ahead distance is not set to a constant value but is varied depending on the height ofthe marked 
region. In the case where the height of the marked region is greater than the maximum look-ahead 
distance, the maximum look-ahead distance is considered. 
The height of the marked region is measured by the number of pixels along a single column. There-
fore, the varying look-ahead distance is calculated by converting the number of pixels to a distance, 
with the use of equation 5.1, at 2.56mm per pixel. 
5.4.2 Online Searching Method 
The online searching method is necessary in order to locate the region of interest in the scanned 
image efficiently and accurately. An online searching method means that a search is constantly 
being performed while the c-arm performs its second pass. The time taken to locate the region of 
interest is important as it is necessary to identify the marked area before the c-arm reaches it. 
The time available for the online search is catered for with the varying look-ahead distance. As 
mentioned previously, in order to achieve accuracy within 2% source to image detector distance 
(SID), the actual region scanned as a result of the search needs to fall within a distance of 20mm 
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from the region marked by the radiographer. The measure of accuracy is discussed later in this 
report. 
The approach is to use reliable points found within the region of interest, on the reference image, in 
order to identify the respective area in the scanned image. A template of size 15 x 15 pixels centered 
on each reliable point is used for the search in the scanned image. Each template is referred to as 
Tn(xn,Yn) where n is the number of the reliable point and (xn,Yn) is the pixel coordinate of the nth 
reliable point. Normalized cross correlation is used as a distance measure on the scanned image for 
each reliable point to find where the best match is situated. 
In an ideal situation, if the patient had remained perfectly still then each template would find a 
best match at the same location on the scanned image, but with a vertical offset of the look-ahead 
distance. However, since minor movements are permitted an online search is necessary. To cater 
for these minor movements, a template of size 15 x 15 pixels and a search window of size 51 x 51 
pixels is used to provide an allowance of minor movements of 25 pixels in any direction. One factor 
that determines the size of the search window is the accuracy as a distance error of more than 20 
pixels is greater than 5%, which is regarded as a failed test. 
Figure :\(),t shows an illustration of a number of reliable points using the pixel coordinate system. 
Figure::; ,(lh shows the same number of search windows, centered at the original reliable points, to 
where the corresponding match is expected to be. 
The search for the matches for the reliable points on the scanned image yields normalized correlation 
coefficient values at each point within the search window. The point with the highest match value 
is regarded as the best match. If the highest match value is greater than some search threshold, then 
that point is considered a reliable match. If it is below the threshold then the corresponding match 
is determined to have not been found and the match pair is thus ignored. Once a specified number 
of corresponding reliable points are found, an estimate of the marked region on the scanned image 
can be calculated. An evaluation of this strategy is made later in this report where both the number 
of corresponding points and the searching threshold are varied in the experiments to determine their 
effect on the results. 
The estimated location of the marked region on the scanned image is calculated with the use of the 
pixel coordinates of both the original and the corresponding match points found. First, the pixel 
distances are measured, both horizontally and vertically, between each reliable point and the marked 
region on the reference image. These distances are then transferred to the corresponding match 
points and are used to calculate the location of the marked region on the scanned image. In principle 
the marked region can be found by using the pixel distances measured on any single reliable match 
as they all indicate the location of the marked area. 
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Reference Image Scanned Image 
Marked Region 
Estimated Marked Region 
T,(X,. y,) 
• 
1, (Xl' V,) 
~ (X" y,) 
I - ,~ .. ::: ... ~ .. - - - - -, 
.: I 
I i T,(x,. YY L.~ .. i r~(:::;;il I 
~""""""":""""'" 
. 
! .. ~.~~'::.~J 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.6: Illustration of numbering reliable points and searching method. 
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In an llleal situalio ll, wllh 110 HloVCHlenl of lhe palient the otIset of each nMeh would indicate the 
s'l me marked region on (he scanlled IIllage. However. jJl the pre:;ence of nlinor movemem, e·.lch 
malChing pair of points can potentIally indicate a dIfferent location to where the marked region is. 
The average locatl<Jn prelilcled by all matching pair, of poims is taken to be lhe estinlaled region of 
interest. 
The m~thod of loc ating the. ~'limate.d mark~d reglOn is d~p""dem on lh~ accuracy of the radiogra-
phers ability to m.lrk the region of imere.,t 011 the rder~m-~ image. If the. radiographer h,,, marked 
an area which does not conwinthe entire body regiol1, thel1 thl' melhod wou ld pOl~l1li'llly only Sl-al1 
(hat portion of (he body. Therefore II is the r'ldiographer' ., resp""sihilily to ~",ure that the marked 
regiol1 is .Iccurate al1d [orren. 
A r~commendali()l1 ha, been made 10 search fOf the marked region as. the C-ann ,cans in the upward 
dll-en ion due· to the. greater look-ahe·'ld distam-e., shm"," in equation 3.4. Figure 5.7 Ihows the refe-
rence im'lge. on the left and th e :;canned il1l;lge, on lile right, .1' the. [-arm movel downwa"b and 
perform' an onhne search. Inlhis case, the number 01' correspond ing rehable points is 2. The ye llow 
Ime indic ates the posilioll of Ihe c·ar'lll and the green line indi C'lteS the canlera' s viewpoi nt, wh i[h is 
alw the last roW Ihal has ocen siliched. 
Figure ~.7 Remit of online search afte r flnding t"'o cO'Te'jXmliing rcliable points. The yellow and 
gree n line' il1dicate the positiol1 of lhe [-am, and the. camera'< viewpolill respecti,cI y. 
A closer look al the ."-.mned image. il need~d to ,ee where the e>linmled location of the nl.lrked 
.. _ ... _---------
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r~gion is. rigLlfe 5.~ , how, the ,,,me sl'anned image from Hgufe 5.7 with the addition orth~ red box 
which ind icates t h~ ~" t imated location of the marked I ~gion 
Figure 5,S, Result of onl ill~ ,earl'h 1 ndicating th~ locatwn of the mnrk~d region on scann~d image. 
The yelluw anJ gr~~n lin~, indicate the position of the c-arm and the ~ameH'"s vie\\ipoint re,pecti,d y. 
The reel roox i" the e't illlm~d IQcmioll of It>e marked r~gion. 
j'h~ wor l ow proces:; menllOJICd in rhi, chapler i, u,ed for lh ~ online ,earch on the large data,et 
acqlli red and tl->e re' tl ils of thes~ ~~ pcriment s arc di s,u'sed in more el~t,1i I ill tl->e ne,t chapter. 
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Experiments, Results and Findings 
This chapter provides a detailed analysis of the experiments performed on the datasets acquired 
for this project. The first section creates a comparison for the estimated marked region found on 
the scanned image in order to get an understanding of how accurate it is. Various thresholds have 
been used in the experiments and this chapter evaluates each individual threshold and demonstrates 
how they influence the results. Finally, the performance of each individual region is calculated to 
determine whether certain regions perform better than others. 
6.1 Ground Truth 
A measure of accuracy needs to be defined for the estimated location of the region of interest on the 
scanned image. A maximum error of 2% of the SID is allowed in order for the proposed modification 
of attaching a camera onto the c-arm to be accepted for the Versascan. The ground truth is only used 
as a measure of accuracy to see how well the search method performs. 
Visual inspection can be used to see whether the estimated marked area has captured the required 
body region, but this doesn't provide a quantified accuracy measure. Therefore, onee the second 
video has been captured, another search is performed. However, in this case instead of doing a 
progressive search, all of the reliable points on the reference image are used. The region found using 
all the reliable points, referred to as the ground truth, is then compared against the estimated marked 
area for an accuracy measure. The ground truth is assumed to be the closest location to the original 
marked region. In addition to the ground truth, a visual test is also made to determine whether the 
correct marked region is found on the scanned image. 
The distance between the ground truth and the estimated region is the distance error used to de-
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termine accuracy in pixels. This can be converted to world coordinates using the pixel to distance 
conversion from equation ).1, namely 2.56mm per pixel. 
Using the previous example, where figure ))5 shows the estimated location of the marked region 
on the scanned image, the ground truth is determined as shown in figure 6. I. Figure (). I shows the 
entire scanned image where the red and green boxes represent the estimated locations of the marked 
region and the ground truth respectively. 
Using figure 6.1 as an example, the error is found to be 7 pixels horizontally and 4 pixels vertically, 
which is equivalent to 17.92mm and 1O.24mm. Therefore, the example illustrates a successful test 
as it resulted in locating the region of interest correctly within 2% accuracy. The results of each test 
in the experiment are analyzed using the ground truth to determine whether the correct region has 
been found and what the accuracy is. 
6.2 Thresholds 
Various thresholds were mentioned in the workflow processes, all of which influence the results in 
some way. This section evaluates the different thresholds mentioned in this report and a range of 
optimum values is identified that give a suitable result. The three thresholds evaluated are the number 
of reliable points found on the scanned image, the correlation coefficient value when searching for 
the reliable points, and the reliability measure of the feature points used. These three thresholds are 
evaluated in more detail in this section and are referred to as: number of matches, searching threshold 
and point reliability threshold accordingly. Finally, a discussion is made on how combinations of the 
thresholds influence the results. 
The experiment consists of two hundred and sixty tests where different regions of the body were 
marked and searched for. The results in this section have been captured by repeating the experiment 
and changing the various thresholds accordingly. For experimental purposes, tests which have achie-
ved an error within 2%,3% and 5% are recorded as passed tests as the marked area identified on the 
scanned image contains the body region. 
Each threshold is varied and a recommendation is made based on two results, the percentage of tests 
passed and the percentage of those tests passed that are within 2% and 3% error. The outcome of 
combining the two results is a percentage of tests passed within a certain accuracy. Therefore, a 
recommendation is made for each threshold based on the combination of the two results. For all the 
accuracy illustrations, the red and blue points show passed tests within 2% and 3% respectively. 
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Figur~ 6.1: F.nllre "calmed Image wIth >In ~' lim~wd locatI on uf the r~ glUn uf intece , t and grOllnd 
tr1lth IT\{li cmcd by red nlld greeIl r ~~peCl i\"ely. 
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6.2.1 Number of Matches 
Tbe number ur matches req wired" an i mportant param~ter i 0 the mm~hing process, If lhi, p~ramewr 
b ,e! to be one. the CSlImatffi location of the region of int~re't \,iould he uhtai""d Ii-um tbe rdatiw 
JX"ition ur a match of one point. Thi' make, the proce" of linding the ~stimated region last hut 
potentially inaccur;Jte. On tr.e other harK!. if the parameter i, ,et tuu high tl~n the ~stimal~d region 
might not he fouod hecause the numher or matd~, required within tl~ mar~~d "'giun might newr 
be ohtai ,,,,d. 
Tbcrefore. the varymg numher of matches reqlLir~J used for the experiment are 2. 5. 10, 20 aod 50. 
rhi, parll~lLlar ",-pcnment used the scat eh mid point reliah, I ity thre,hold of 0,'1 and 10 rcspectively, 
It i, found that the greater the numher of mm~hes requir~d. lhe more lests llut fail. Figure (),2 ,how, 
tilc results of tile range of the numher of required matche, considered. 
, 
, , 
• 
, 
, 
, 
, 
:-;.In~<r .1 Malch<, R<quiml 
I I I 
" " . " " 
rhe result, sugge,t that olle should u,e a low number of matcllC' for the ;;carch, However. figure ().J 
,hows an iocr~a,e in ohtaining !Hore ac~urale results as the numher of requi red matches increases to 
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approximately 21l 
The product of combinlllg the two ",suits Hre. in order: 0.225. 0,273, 0,168. 0.092 and IUX)4, The-
refore a recommendation is mHde to set the number of matches required to 5 to cHter [or holh correct 
and ~ceurHte results . 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
, 
, 
.. 
.. 
_
__ + __ , __ t-_--c~-"-'--_t--7--.-" .. " .. ";"~''''O-'-'-'-.,Ch'-'-Il,quir' d. 
"" ,, ~ " 
Figure 6,-', I,e,ult, of pa"ed te'l' that are wilhin 2% "nd 3% HCClLrHCy "hen va!}''''g lhc n umocr of 
m~tches required , 
6.2.2 Searching Threshold 
The correlation coe flicient \'Hlues from the search must n... gremer thHn tll<; search tt.reshold for H 
m~tch to be declared. The highest COJTcl~lion cod'ficient valuc around the seMch window is then 
used as the best match loc~tion \() where the matching point is, The search threshold i, lherefore an 
indication of how good a match has to be for It to rn, con'iikred r~liahle. 
The thre,holds used for thi, e~penmellt are O,S. U.S5. 0,9. U,')5 ~nd 0,98, This experiment used a 
reqllired numbcl of mate hes and a poi nt reliabi lily thrc l hold of 5 and I () re'peLlively. 
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Figur~ 1\ .. ,h()\n Ihe results ofth~ ~xp"rim em where an increase in lh~ ,earch lhwshold resulls in a 
decr~;,"c in lhe percemage oft ew; passed_ 
" 
, 
" 
'---~ 
--------
• -- ---~ 
---'" 
-~~ 
". --...,--
- , 
" 
'~ 
• 
" 
.. 
• 
~"Hh Thn,hold 
, .. , 
" '" 
,,' ," " 
,. -,,-
'" " 
, , , , , , .. 
" 
,. ,. 
The <lccum~y of lh~ le' IS pa,sed i, no; draslicaliy aftccted by the "<lrying sear,h threshold. "s shown 
in figurc 6.5. n,e prooucl of combining holh r~,ui ls arc. in ord~r; 0,2'i7. 0,271. 0,273. 0,2 10 and 
U.136, Therefore. a r~comm~ndation i, made In us~ a ,~arch thr~,hold of 0,9 to cat~r for hmh co,.-.,cl 
and ac,u r"l~ re,ulls_ 
6.2.3 Point Rel iabiJit ~ .. Threshold 
A process of dClermi n, ng wheth~r <I feature point i, rcliahl~ or ambiguous \V"' propmed to achiew 
more aceur"le re,uib, Dele'l1lining whtlther a fealur~ poim is rdiahl ~ (XX-UT' afler lh~ r<ldiographer 
hm marktlJ Ih~ r~gioll of illl~rCSl. The reason for dClellnimng th~ relia hili ly of lh~ f~alur~ poim aft,", 
Ih~ r~gion h", !:>ccn markcd i, because only fcaturc roims w,lhin the marked region arc con,id~­
red . Determining the reliahili!)' of ea~h re~l ur~ point \Vilhinth~ mark~d region '<Ite r' fo r Ihe minor 
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• 
---~---, 
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- - -.-
-----
- - -------
-----.., 
• 
, '- .t. ,\ .1, ,j, .1. '" .1. '" ,r '" . ~ ,I . , ,~ . t. ,t, .t ,t , ;, '" ' 
Figure 6,5: ReslLlls orp",,~d t~sl' within 2% and 370 iKClII'ac), "'hen val}'ing the sc~rch lhresholJ, 
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mov~rne11l' Illade by the pallent, 
,\ te,t i, p"rfOlm~d oil each feature poillt illdi"idually to .'pccify wh~toor it i, rdiable or ambiglLolLs. 
This t~,t lL"'" template matching of size 15 x I'i and a ,,~arch \\ii[l<iow of .,i£e 75 x 75 wIth eoch 
fcatur~ point a' ll' ~emre, t<J determine "hether there i, a .,imilar point lI~arhy, "lorrnaliau cro,,, 
corr~btioll is u,ed as the template 111atdlC' ~round th~ ,~arch \\iin(\ow. 
All the correlatioll codlici~m v~llLes are e'iah~n~d noo ac~uJlllllated ns a weighting to OOW reli"blc 
lh~ point is. If the corr'dati()l1 co~mci~nt i., 1. lhi, i, generally lhe ca:;e where the lemplnte i, in iI' 
<Jriginal posilion alld thcrdorc ignOfed. If lhe wrrelation coellicient i:; grealer lhan 0,95. il i, a"u-
med lhollh~rc I, a .,imilar p"inl ill the search v.indow and 5 IS added 10 the nCC1llnulal~d weighlillg. 
If it i, grealer thall 0.9, then <Jnly I IS added ns il is not slrongly limilnr, If the high~,r correlntioll 
l'l>e/licient v(ll u~ in tfle '~arch \.indow lS less thdn 0,9, illS assumed that there are no points 'imilnr 
a[l<ilgnored. Therefore. fcaturc poi [It, Wilh a mlaller a~~lLmulated val uc are mor~ reliable limn on~s 
wilh a larger accumulJlcd va lue. Rd i abl~ points are n"ce>sary in OrdL'T lu lOCale the marked ar~a 
accurately as the patient could have 1110,'cd ,lightly alld the surrounding ar~a is po"ihly similar. 
TI", accumulaled v. eighting "alue is then compared to the point reliahil If}' thre.,hold. If the w~ighlillg 
i, smaller than the threshold II",n it is id~111ificd a.' a reliahle po int. If the wcighting i, gr~ater 11"," 
the poim reliability thresholJ it i, identified a, an amhiguous poi111 alld i., ignorcd ",h~l1 perfmming 
a "earch for lhe mnrked region, In the ul"'rimcnt. ti>c point reliahility thre.,hold ,'alue.' c()n,iocrcd 
ar~ 10, 20 aoo 50, noo the ditfcrem outcomel onlhc referencc image' are ,hOWll ill figure 6 .6 , 
To ,e~ thc dfcct, uf the featlLr~ poi nt r~liabilily rhreshold in lhe ex.periment, the retllLIl\xl number uf 
maTchc, and thc ,carch thrc,hoid have been set lO Sand 0,9 re'pel'li vel y. It is shuv. 11 ill Jigure 67 
Ihat a high~r point reliahility lhre,huld re:;ulls in all i[l<;rease tuwned, the per~enlage of te,t" pa"ed, 
Ilow~,'cr, rdinble 1"01111' adlieve beller ncurracy lhan nOIl -reliabl~ poinls, as :;huv." ill Jigure b.~ . 
The pro<1uct of comblning the two r~suU, ar~_ in orocr: 0.290.0.250 alld 0.226. Therefore. a reCOJll-
mend"tion is mode 10 u,e a point reliahilily thr~,hold ()f 10 t() catcr for hO(h corrwt and accumte 
result:;, 
0,2.4 Summary 
The thrc,holll, used fur the experimems are importalll a, lhey imp~~t on whetfler a r~gioll i, fOUlld 
WTl'<xlly a[l<i aCTuratel y. 
I" th~ nl"'rimem, it WaS fOUll<ilhat the difrer~n! thr~,hulds inJiuellced each ut~L'T in ""riou, ""'Y' 
The point reli~bility thre,holJ was tounel to be dominnm as il delennined nul unly the reliability oj 
the feature point hUI (liso li1~ number of poi 111, aHilablc to '~arch for, 
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(oj 
'OJ (e) 
Figure 1i.1i: Ref ~rence i m~ge afler ahdomc n marked a' region of imere,t and rei ia ble poi m, determi-
ned Poim reliahility threshold sctto (a) 10. (h) 20 and (c) SO. 
[f the number of malcil<', required i, greater lhan the num her or r ealure poinlS availahle with i n lhe 
marl..ed area. the ,earch woultl fail Huwever. i r the f eatu", point i, reliable aIklnm at all ambiguous. 
a high search thre,holtl is nut nece",ary ant.! lherefore increases the chance of fintling a re liahle 
match. 
After considering every relation of e~ch threshold it is recommended that the number of m~tdle, 
required. the seareh threshold. atJd the pOlm reliability lhre,hold he ,el to 5. 0.9 and [0 respectively. 
6.3 Performance of Different Body Regions 
TIlis ,eclion evaluate" each body region iIklivid ua[ ly to ,ee If some region' are found more easily 
than olhelli. Recommended value\ fO<" the ditrerell1tilresholds mentioned pre,·iously are used in 
determinlllg the I"'rformance uf different body reglo·n,. 
The previous 'ection discus,etl the effect of varying lhe differem lhre,hu[d, in the elCp<'rimem,. 
L·'ing the recoIlIIlIended v~luc s f"r the threshold,. an ~nalysis is d"ne "n c~ch hody regi"n and ~11 
tile hody regions togetiler. 
TIle formal of the re,ulls IS ~s sho" nln (able 6. 1. Due to tile l~rge number ofles ts done. "nly a small 
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, 
• ~- -- .~ 
--
- . 
• 
Point Rd i.bili!y Ih,.,hol,i 
---+- -rl --,---;-~_,I,~--;-,\ -,.~~-,',-_'7="".i"1 ""'-'F-= 
Figure 6X Results of pa:;s.cJ tcst:; within 2'k anJ 3% ,,~cm"~y Whe ll varying the poin t rel iahility 
threshold. 
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section of 1 he teSts ~re ,ho" n, The spreadsneet COlllaining ~II the ""u Its meJltioned In tlli:; cllaptcr 
can be found in Appendix. B. Far the sa~e of atlonym;ty, tlames of ,ubjed! are nC>l revcaled and thus 
tile}' arc il1,tead referen~ed by number" 
1 
Palient I Data Rcgion 
1 I , Alxiamen 
Che,t 
Hc~d 
K~, 
~ 
'" _ EITa' greater tl\il11 .~ i<' 
2M _ Region ,wt found 
I VAcc] 
10 
24 
2 
~ 
~ 
, 
IIAcc 
~ I ROI Found FDA Signal 
~~ 
4 Y N y 
--... 
14 Y N y 
. ~. 
J Y Y Y 
K -t-X N 
~ 
T~h l e 6.1: Tahle ofreslLlls fm locating the region of ,nterest. 
Note, I 
I ~ , 
I ~ 
2' 
rhe first filT columns of table ('.1 ~r~ ,e1f-expbnatory: piltienlnlLmn..r, the illtas.'l med. lhe region 
selected, ami horh the \'crtic~l and nor;zol1lal pixel error" "I'he next column <ktennine, whelher 
the region of lnl~rest was fowl(! ~t tnc ~nd of the experiment and the FDA column" "hether the 
aee\lraeies ar~ "'ithitl 2'Z· . It is nece"ary to know "h~lher the region of interest is fmlnd before the 
e-ann hJS pas<cd the firM signal point and lhis i;, indicated hy the signal collLmn. Finally. the last 
column i\ for ally ~dditianal notes that are .seen In th~ resulb. such as the region not being fOlLnd or 
lIldicating "hJt II", Jccuracy is if gre~ler lh"n 2%, 
An analysi, is performed on cach body rcgiatl to .<;cc wh~th~r som~ regions perform hett~r thatl 
others, Figure (1, 'i shows th~ perccntJgc of t~'b pa"ed for eacn region, 
Th~ Jccuraci~s of e~ch body region of the resp~ct've pa»ed tests are :;hawn in tigure (" 10. wh~re 
red indicate. an a~clLracy "llhin 2% arl<l bI\l~ witnil1 ~%, 
Th~ poorcr pcrfonlling regions, namely the abdomen. the h~a<J and tll~ ribs.llaW becn c~d\l(icd 1Cl 
ob,crve how it aff~d, the owmll pcrforrllHlleC. Figurc 6, I I ,how, thc pcrfor1l1al1c~ u,il1g JlItnc hody 
regiom and the other exc1mlil1g tn~ poorer pe'fanlling regions. Tne hlu~, red and greel1 indicates 
lhe te,l, passed and Jccuracic< "ithin 2% and Yk respecti,ely, Removing the p<x)[~r performing 
regians rcsuhcd i 11 ~n i I1crease in th" numher of lesl, p,,,g~d w,tOOlLt having an IInpHct on accura~y. 
~s ,hown in figure (,.11 . Thi, shuw, that c~rlai'l regions of the body ar~ e<lsier to lc><:ale than others 
u<ing the propo,ed online search, 
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•• 
-
• 
--
-,," • ... '" 
Figure 6,9: Result s or tests pass~d for ~ach hlxJy r~gi()n, 
"" 
•• 
-l 
• •• ~ 
-
• • . .. • 
-
''''' " ,100 
Figur~ 6.10: Re,ull' of each b<xJy region and ~ccur~Cl~' wnhin 2% and 3% shown as fed and hlue 
respectively. 
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CUM> l h~ 6. UT'ERIMI S TS. RESUU .s ANI.) AND_,IC'~C~S __ _ 
~~-.-' 
.-
"'''''"', ....... 
--' .. :... 
I'i£.ur~ cl,ll: R~,ulls (If rn~ t\.\p~ .. imcnl u~(n~ ~Il ~",I unly ,pccitic rcgl{ln, "nero 11,1' bIll<'. red ~Iid 
gn::en 1I1diwl~' 110 .. tests pa;;.sc<l :",d :tCCllI'aCI CS within 1"\:. ami 3"" respec!i"d)', 
(1.4 Other Findings 
Till., '~C!lon proyide.< addi!ioJl.ll Illfoo ma! 'I," In Ihe aCC lllaCJ~~ of the r~.~ul h "nd re~"m.~ lor Ihe failed 
!~!l5, The r~","mmendeJ value., to< the diffcr~m llueshooh:!, arc u!cd in thi, ~,pcn mell1, 
6.4.1 i'lur iwutai versus Verticnl Arcur:lc)' 
J lu, ~non c~kul:tle, <lCCtmlcy b)' COIl,idefl ll! IxHI! hOULOIltal aoo veni~a' <.Ii'lances ""1"'e':l1 t~ 
£.J'OUloJ tl\llh and ill<' e~Lima1cd marted rt¥iu" .. hen <k!crmilll ng .. hedler II falls .. ulll n a (.:nam cn-
Imo n !n aLh,e"e !he reqwrcd a<·cnr ..... 'I:». Thi~ ~CUOIl IiCp:trJ1eS the hnri'(onlal and ''eI11cJI di!ta .... "t" 
III d ... '1Cf"'",e .. hic!J of tlc-c h:u; a ! ' e;I!e' dfecl ull lhoc !clulls. T"" i l h"'I"' I;II'~\ ,h<>wlllU th,s SCct,on 
are fepr"-",,,letl a& Icd and hille md;c~hll~ hOlltOnl:l1 ~nd ye'lIc~J d tle<:liom l"I!.pecll' d) 
In lhl< ~ ~p"rimenl. 177 ("'-1< haw r""nJ au eSlim;Jlc.:Ircll ion oI in1~re'l ,",~e>sftilly, an~ 1he 110.'-
7.r>mnl arlli '~!lic~1 di,'tance em", :lre C~P! u, ~d """ordlllgi y. Figure 6.12 is a hj SIQI;r~ln r"pr~".,nling 
Ihe pi.\~l diSlan~e, b" lV. een th~ grOl'nd trut h ~ l1 d III~ ~l limawd n1 ark~d Icglon. Figure h 1.1 ~Wlll" 
Ilk) pl~~ 1 di'l~n"~' 10 lh ~lr r~."pcct;,"e ~(;~\JIacy percentagcs. 
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CI !APTf'R 6. EXPf'RI:>1E\lTS, RI"'SL'LTS A\lD f'iKD!N(,S 
" 
" 
" 
I , 
< 
, 
.. ", .. , ~ ...... ~ .... " .. "~"""~"""~,,~"""~,,. 
",,' o"' .. ~" 
Figure ~_12: Hi ,logram of horiLonlal and .erllcal pixel dislances bel ween ground lluth and estimated 
marked region _hown a' red and blue respeclively. 
-
,. , 
-
,. 
, ' . 
• , 
• -I 
< • 
., 
• 
• 
.~"" 
_. 
f'igure 6.13' R~,ull' of passed lest, ,.itbin thea respective accuracie, where red and blue ,how the 
horizontal and vertical d1reClion, respeclivel y. 
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n IAVIER Ii EXPERI"lENTS . RDSUITS A\JD FINDI'-.;CS 
ThG results shown in tigur~ 6.1 2 aml f>.13 ,how lh~l ooriwlllal locallOn eSlimatGs are more accuratc 
lhan vertical oncs_ ALkbtio nally. no horil.Onlal distance errors were grGaler than 5',"" Thercfore. the 
onlinc ,carch pcrfonm heller horil.Olltally lhalllt de .. ", wrtically, 
6.4.2 Fuil('d T('sts 
An enluatio n of the eXperilllGlll ~howed that lh~rc are two ma in rcaSOn' why the (CSh I:lil , The fi "t 
i, that the regio n of illterest co ul d not be fo und . due 10 tbe insufficicnt number of matches_ The olher 
rca,on is that the di;,lalll'G bclv.cen IhG grou nd truth and the e,timated marked region i, grcater than 
5%, j(]rnm, whi ch i, thGn regarded a, the incorrect region found, 
ThG .,ame cxperimcnt is co n s id~r~d ,.ilh [he rewlllmellded lhre,hold, c~l'epl nOw oll ly lhe faikd 
lest., are evaluatcd. An evalual ion of lhis ap"'rirncnl ,how, thal lhe fail~d le,t" are hroken up inlo 
two l'ategoriG', Approximately 40% rcsultcd in the incorrect region f(}und and (i(yz, did 1m! filld the 
rnark~d r~gion, 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
The most significant result is that it is possible to automate the search for a region of interest on a 
real-time medical scanner. After performing an experiment consisting of 260 tests, it has been found 
that it is possible to locate a region on the body, marked by the radiographer, with the aid of a camera 
attached to a c-arm. 
Due to the nature of the proposed setup, a look-ahead distance of 435.13mm is available when 
the c-arm returns upwards, whereas only l79.l3mm is available if the c-arm returns downwards. 
Therefore, to cater for larger regions of the body being marked a recommendation is made that the 
c-arm's first pass start from the top moving downwards and from the bottom moving upwards for its 
second pass. 
The main factors that influence the search are the thresholds placed on the number of matches re-
quired, the search threshold, and the reliability of the feature points. An evaluation on the various 
thresholds, which consisted of varying the threshold values, was performed in order to see the impact 
on the results and a recommended value was provided for each threshold. Taking the recommended 
threshold values into consideration, the results are found to have an overall performance of 57%, of 
which 48% and 72% were within 2% and 3% accuracy. 
It was also found that certain regions of the body were easier to locate than others. When ignoring 
the regions that were harder to locate, namely the abdomen, the chest and the head, the overall per-
formance increased to 67%, of which 49% and 73% were within 2% and 3% accuracy respectively. 
Therefore, by ignoring regions that are harder to locate, the number of regions found successfully 
increases but the accuracy remains similar. This shows that certain regions of the body are easier 
to locate than others and that the proposed online searching method is approximately 49% and 73% 
within 2% and 3% accuracy respectively. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
A more detailed experiment was performed to determine whether horizontal or vertical matches had 
a greater impact on the results. It was found that the distances between the ground truth and the 
estimated location of the marked region were closer in the horizontal direction than they were in the 
vertical. 
Finally, an analysis was done on the tests that failed and it was found that approximately 60% of 
the failed tests were due to the region not being found and 40% due to a region found with an error 
greater than 5 %. 
Actual data could not be acquired as the Lodox Versascan is still under development. This was 
overcome by mimicking the Versascan environment as closely as possible and obtaining datasets 
accordingly. Once the Versascan is operational, it would be of interest to acquire datasets from the 
actual device and compare them to the results found in this report. As this experiment has shown, 
the method used to perform an online search to locate the region of interest is moderately successful. 
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Chapter 8 
Further Research 
8.1 Searching Algorithms 
The searching method used for this project was one of many combinations of feature-based and 
template-based matching methods. Other combinations could be used to potentially achieve similar 
results. 
8.2 Camera 
The camera that was used for the project was the Point Grey Firefly MV FFMV-03M2C. The camera 
properties that had the greatest influence were the frame rate and lens field of view. Any other camera 
may be used within similar research, but in order to obtain comparable results, these two properties 
are important. 
8.3 3-Dimensional Reference Image 
Both the reference image and the template searching were performed on two-dimensional images. 
This was adequate for locating the region of interest and signaling the medical scanner when to turn 
on and off. However, there is scope to increase the number of dimensions to three by attaching an 
additional camera. 
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Appendix A 
Video Datasets 
Video datasets were captured from two different ways. The first was using the horizontally orientated 
medical device, Lodox Statscan, and the other was using a vertically mounted garage door opener. 
The datasets from these two devices can be found on the attached DVD. Only a portion of all the 
datasets captured are included in the DVD due to its size. All video data captured can be found on 
the VCT DIP server. 
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Appendix B 
Experimentation Results 
The experiments mentioned in this project were tabulated in a spreadsheet format. Considering 
the large number of tests, the spreadsheet can be found in the DVD. Note that there is only one 
spreadsheet that contains all the results of the experiment mentioned in this thesis. 
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Appendix C 
Code 
The final folder contained in the DVD is the code that was used in this project. 
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